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The Journal of ERAHC — The Eastern Region Andalusian Horse Club

A Special Year for ERAHC
For the first time in its 23-year history, ERAHC will not be holding its annual regional Andalusian/Lusitano show. Sound bad?
Not at all! That because, for the first time in ERAHC’s 23-year
history, IAHLA will be holding its annual National Championship Andalusian and Lusitano Show at ERAHC’s regular
venue—the Virginia Horse Center in Lexington, VA—and time
slot—this year, the last week and weekend in August.
ERAHC’s mission statement is: “We will promote harmony
and goodwill among the community of the Iberian horses: Andalusians, Portuguese, Spanish-Portuguese, and crossbreds. We
will do this through our annual shows, clinics, social events,
and our regular newsletter. We will work to increase public
awareness of the Iberian horse and the history and traditions
of the breed.” Embedded in that statement is the mission to
promote, educate, and have fun. And what better way to accomplish that than through participation in this yearly celebration of Andalusian, Lusitano, and crossbred horses. It could be
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for members who have never
been able to make the trek to the past location in Texas.
We encourage our members to bring their horses or even
just themselves to take this chance to promote their horses,
educate themselves, and just have fun! It’s a shot at putting
up your horses against ones from across the nation. It’s an opportunity to watch and learn from handlers, riders, and owners
of Iberian horses that you might never again see in this part of
the country. For all you Lusitano folks, there will be a clinic on
traditional Portuguese tack and attire, a subject about which
there is very little information available in the U.S.
And as at ERAHC’s shows, it’s a time to socialize and have
fun amidst the panoply of the most beautiful horses in the
world! IALHA has even adopted ERAHC’s traditional Progressive Barn Party (even organized by an ERAHC member, Maria
Blackstone) to encourage the ERAHC party environment.
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But ERAHC isn’t just all about shows. In this issue of Hoof
Prints, we feature some of our members’ activities from throughout the year. Clinics and other shows offer venues to promote
our horses and educate ourselves in equine activities where our
horses’ characteristics enable them and their people to excel.
ERAHC will be well represented at the National show, with a
booth on the concourse of the coliseum, staffed by ERAHC volunteers. There we’ll be able to inform attendees from around
the country about our organization, still the longest continuously running Andalusian/Lusitano breed organization in the
U.S. We will be promoting especially the fact that ERAHC is
approaching its quarter-century mark in 2017. In 2016, we
hope to build recognition of our organization nationwide and
even worldwide. Already, our Facebook page has “likes” from
people around the globe.
If you are willing and able to help, we ask you to consider
volunteering some time at our booth. But even if you can’t
(hopefully because you’re too busy showing horses), do stop
by to say hello and sign the guest book. There will also be
special treats for members who stop by, including our firstever calendar. There will also be ERAHC “show hosts” to help
members and others find their way around the Nationals experience. And there will be lots of other familiar faces there in
familiar roles, including Glenn Cochran as an announcer, and
Ron Saunders as a paddock master/gate steward.
There’s still plenty of time to get your entries in for Nationals.
Visit www.erahc.org and go to the Shows/Events page, where
you can download the prize lists for the USDF Open Dressage
Show (August 25) and IALHA National Horse Show (August
26–30), complete with entry forms. For you dressage afiçionados, note that there are National Championship Dressage
classes for pure- and half-breds as part of the breed show too.
But whatever your discipline(s), come and enjoy! See you at
the show!				Carol Stockton, Editor
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“BOR-ring! All we did was walk, I wanted to RIDE!”
“Walking is about as stimulating as watching concrete set.”
“I can’t get Seabiscuit to walk, he just jiggy-trots.”
“My hands are sore from pulling on the reins asking my
horse to walk!”
Ever hear these complaints? And yet, what could be more basic to equitation than riding the walk? Of course, when you see
horses run, slide, and spin, it gets you excited, and it seems the
horses want to go!
So, why should we make them walk? There are at least three
reasons. You may come up with more. The first reason that
comes to mind is economic. Horses with a “good walk” bring
more dollars (or Euros, if you prefer.) Well known dressage
judges, trainers, and buyers frequently comment that when
they evaluate a horse for purchase, their number one criterion
is a “good walk.” So, what IS a “good walk”? It goes like this:
If the horse is relaxed, rhythmical, and regular, moving along
happily, and overstriding a little with the hind feet, head bobbing, and neck lengthening, that is a good walk. The Spaniard
looks for the mosquero to swing rhythmically from side to side,
while the cowman wants to see an industrious walk without
tension (boogeying), and the classicist is interested in impulsion, with a supple, swinging back.
The second reason is that the horse develops balance at the
walk. Do you remember when you learned to ride a bicycle?
You found that the slower you pedaled, the harder it was to
stay upright? The same is true for the equine body. The faster he
goes, the easier it is to stay balanced. Walking requires more
use of the mechanism of balance. This is a system of opposing groups of flexors and extensors, which work in synergy
to maintain upright posture, the same one that ballet dancers
spend years developing. When the horse speeds up, he also
throws more weight onto the forehand, which you, the rider,
feel as weight in your hands on the reins. The classical school
calls this feeling the “resistance of weight.”
In addition to strengthening these muscles, walking stretches
others. This is because at the walk, one foot stays attached to
the ground while the other reaches for the next step, so stretching happens. At faster gaits, there is less time staying fixed to
the ground, therefore there is less stretching.
The third reason to emphasize the walk is simply that it helps
the horse to slow down, both physically and mentally. This
helps him to THINK. A horse in nature relies on “knee-jerk
reaction” to survive. A riding horse needs to give that up in
favor of forming a thinking partnership with his rider. At that
point the horse can begin to LEARN. He can relax and develop
rhythm, which makes him easier to ride, and through relaxing
his back he can allow his hind legs to reach forward, shortening the distance between them and the front feet in what is
called collection. You feel this as less weight in the reins and
more smoothness in your horse’s movements.
Okay, so how do we use this information when reforming
the afore-mentioned jiggy-trotting horse? One rider states
that she’s constantly holding her horse back with the reins to
keep him from trotting. Horses are stoical enough that they
can eventually ignore any constant pressure. Holding onto the
reins amounts to a tug-of-war, and we know who’s going to
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Trainer’s Corner: The Value of Walk
by Glenn Cochran

win when one contestant outweighs the other by tenfold! We
say he’s developed a hard mouth. In reality he’s developed a
hard mind. Study of horsey psychology has taught us that it is
usually better to allow the horse to make a mistake and then
work on correcting it, than it is to constantly try to prevent the
mistake. When he shows the desired behavior, the reward is
to release all aids and sit quietly in the saddle. With consistent
application of correction, and reward with release, our hero
says, “Self,” says he, ”every time I break into a trot trying to get
back to the barn, the two-legged stops me. When I just walk
she leaves me alone.”
What we do is break up the resistance of weight by stopping
the horse with abrupt upward bumps of both reins. Then we
give slack when he is stopped. As the horse responds more and
more readily to our upward requests with the reins, we become
increasingly subtle with our request. Now we can deal with the
other resistance, “the resistance of force,” by doing lateral flexions. We ask for neck bending by fixing our hand on the rein
against the saddle or our leg, while we wait for him to “give.”
He gets slack because we are not pulling the rein but holding it
at a fixed point. When he does “give,” usually he will lick and
chew. (This happens even when we’re using a cavesson, bosal, or serreton. It’s the sign of agreement or submission to the
rider’s request. Some people describe it as swallowing.)
After a halt with flexions on both sides, we ask him to go
forward again with a verbal cue such as a cluck of the tongue.
If he speeds up, which he will if he’s normal, we simply halt
and do flexions again. Every time he speeds up or trots, we
stop him, then do flexions. If he walks, we leave him alone and
just smile and ride. The flexions should get softer and lighter
until it only takes a feather-light pressure on the rein to get
him to “kiss the stirrup.” It may require several or even many,
many flexions per halt to reach this point, but when you arrive,
and he walks without speeding, quit the exercise. Now he will
walk nicely on his own; the first step in what is called selfcarriage. Your horse has just realized that it’s not the cowboy
way, it’s the easier way! Now that he’s balanced, we can begin
the lateral exercises that help him to develop a more willing
and confirmed collection.
Remember: Keep your right foot on the right side, your left
foot on the left side, and your mind in the middle...with a faraway look in your eye!
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asmohr stables
Owned and Managed by
Sharon Mohr
Proud supporter of

IALHA

ERAHC

2015 FOALS for sale BY CAVALHEIRO BONITO
APSL approved lusitano

apsl lusitano breeder/sales

ASMOHR STABLES

8930 County Highway 2, andes, N.Y. 13731
845-676-3431 smohr2@yahoo.com
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Working Equitation Clinic at Cornerstone Farm
by Mindy Finelli
Cornerstone Farm Andalusians in Flemington, NJ, hosted a
Working Equitation Clinic and Schooling Show with Kimberly
da Silva, May 16th and 17th.
We all had a fantastic time! It was probably the best WE
clinic we’ve had here in NJ. There were seven horse-and-rider
participants for the clinic on Saturday and eight competitors in
our first ever schooling show on Sunday!
Kimberly lived and trained in Brazil for eight years. When
she came back to the United States, she came with the desire to introduce this discipline to as many people as possible.
She’s taught clinics from as far south as Florida and as far north
as Canada. We have had the privilege of her teaching WE clinics at Cornerstone Farm for 5–6 years now, and she has never
failed to help all of those who attend!

This time, Kimberly had quite a range of “experience” levels
in both horses and riders. She even had two adorable lead-line
participants (my granddaughter and her son). Two of the horseand-rider combos had no experience with WE, several of the
horses had done WE in the past but their new riders had not,
one rider had done WE in the past but her horse had not, and
lastly there was one rider/horse combo that has been riding
WE for a couple years. Every one of us came away from the
weekend with excellent ideas to practice.
One rider exclaimed that this was perfect for her horse, as he
is often unsound at the trot due to a past injury, so this gives her
something to do
at the walk that
is both mindstimulating and
safe for the two
of them. Another
rider commented that it was so
nice to do something new with
her horse that’s
“done it all.” We
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even had one person that was purely a dressage rider (until this
weekend!), who has now decided that she wants to compete
in WE at Nationals this year!!! I personally loved the expertise that Kimberly brought
to help me
on perfecting
my
transitions down to
and up from
the obstacles
(always a difficult thing to
pull off). By
the end of the
weekend, my
horse and I
had really come a long way. Again, it was a wonderful and
productive weekend.
Please check our website, www.cornerstoneandalusians.
com, for our upcoming clinic and schooling show dates and
plan on attending the next one. Come and join the fun!
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My Grandest Foal
I lend you for a little while
My grandest foal, He said,
for you to love while he’s alive
and mourn for when he’s dead.
It may be one or twenty years,
or days or months, you see,
but will you, ’til I take him back,
take care of him for Me?
He’ll bring you charms to gladden you
and should his stay be brief,
you’ll have treasured memories
as solace for your grief.
I cannot promise he will stay,
since all from Earth return,
but there are lessons taught on Earth
I want this foal to learn.

A Tragic Loss: Ballador BC
by Christine Khalil
Tragically, on January 23, 2015, I lost my beautiful PRE gelding, Ballador BC.
On January 13th, he inexplicably fell in his paddock (presumably on ice) and
couldn’t get up. His stifle was shattered, with the cruciate and collateral ligaments ripped away, taking chunks of bone with them. There was simply no
repair for this injury, and my vet said, “It looks like he was hit by a car.” On
January 23, 2015, this magnificent creature was humanely put down and I was
left reeling over his loss, having had him for only 15 months.
Ballador was a breathtaking rare rubicano PRE gelding, with roaning through
his flanks and silver hairs streaking his tail. At 16.2 hands and 1300 pounds, this
stunningly beautiful gelding was simply breathtaking. A revised stallion, gelded
at 8, Ballador retained the presence and full body/neck of a stallion. He was
impeccably bred, by Imperioso D (by Granadino XI) and out of Jubilosa D (also
by Granadino XI), making him double Leviton. Ballador BC was well known
on the West Coast, where he won multiple breed championships with both
Spanish and U.S. judges in morphology and best movement, winning championship classes as a 2-year-old over mature stallions. At 2, he was also the 2007
Farnam/Platform—USEF Reserve Champion “Horse of the Year.” He returned to
the breed ring under my ownership at the July 2014 Eastern Region Andalusian
Horse Club show, where he was named Champion Gelding and won the Best
Movement class, as well as the IALHA Gold Medal Award for Best Movement.
His time here was far too brief; he was a horse I never dreamed to own, and
his seemingly senseless death at barely 10 years of age was one of the saddest
moments of my life. This poem says it best:

I’ve looked the wide world over,
in My search for teachers true,
and from the throngs that crowd Life’s lanes,
with trust, I’ve chosen you.
Now, will you give him total love,
not think the labor vain,
nor hate Me when I come some day
to take him back again?
I know you’ll give him tenderness
and love will bloom each day,
and for the happiness you’ve known,
forever grateful stay?
But should I come and call for him
much sooner than you’d planned,
you’ll brave the bitter grief that comes
and some day understand.
For though I’ll call him Home to Me
this promise I do make:
For all the love and care you gave,
he’ll wait at Heaven’s gate.
(Author unknown but appreciated)

And a New Chapter: Quiebro XXXV
I’m please to announce my recent acquisition of the absolutely stunning 2010 buckskin
PRE stallion, Quiebro XXXV, from Sr. Lorenzo Ortiz of Yeguada las Cadenas in Madrid,
Spain.
At 16.1 hands, he’s blessed with a gorgeous sooty buckskin coat, Quiebro has spectacular looks, expressive correct movement (with good hocks), and a kind nature with
excellent character. His potential is unlimited. He has been in training with master portuguese Trainer, Miquel Anacoreta Soares (13-year veteran rider of the Portuguese School
of Equestrian Art), and will be exported on June 16th. We’re looking forward to his arrival
here in Massachusetts around the 20th of June.
We are also planning classical dressage/in-hand clinics late summer or early fall with
Miguel Anacoreta Soares, who has generously offered to come to the U.S. to teach dedicated students. For his bio, go to the Dressage Anacoreta website: http://dressageanacoreta.
com/paginamiguelanacoretaingles.html. And watch for further details regarding his New
England clinics.
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Equine Behavior Workshop
by Mindy Finelli
Sharon Madere, an equine behaviorist and owner of EquiLightenment, came to Cornerstone Farm Andalusians in New Jersey
to work with my 12-year-old registered half-Arab mare, Gracie. I (Mindy Finelli, owner of Cornerstone Farm) purchased
Gracie in March. I knew she had some bad baggage, but when
I saw her, her spirit was so gentle and sweet I couldn’t pass her
up. I tried for a couple months to ease her fears and worries,
but I wasn’t making much progress. In my search for answers,
Sharon’s name came up. I contacted her, told her my dilemma,
and she agreed to come work with Gracie and me. She worked
with the two of us in the morning and gave a PowerPoint lecture (open to all) in the afternoon. The following is a short description of what we learned.
Equine Behavior and Positive Reinforcement (PR)
Why use PR?
For the Emotional Aspect
In the normal day-to-day swing of things, when we work with
our horses, we give them a cue (squeeze of your leg, a tap of a
whip, a tug on the rein to turn, etc.), and the horse responds to
AVOID having the cue repeated. But with PR, our horse learns
to do what we ask in order to GAIN something they want.
For the Practical Aspect
It’s fast (once you understand it and practice it). PR uses a
“sound marker” as part of the training, and this “sound marker”
gives our horse a clear and precise answer to what we have
asked. For horses that are very fearful and unsure, PR reduces
apprehension and increases relaxation. It can be used to teach a
horse to lower her head for all the reasons we need their heads
down at our level. It can be used as a calming cue so, that when
we find ourselves in a precarious or even dangerous situation,
we know that the horse will keeps her wits about her. It can be
used to take a horse that has been difficult for the vet and/or
blacksmith, and teach it a cue to stand still no matter what is
going on. And I could go on and on, but you get the gist.
So (you ask) how do we start?
Sharon used an example that we can all understand…
Your child’s room is a complete mess (which parent hasn’t
had that dilemma?), and you want him to clean it up. You have
two ways you can accomplish this:
1. Tell him he’d better clean his room now, or he’ll be
grounded for a week.
—Or—
2. Tell him that if he cleans his room now, you’ll give
him $100.
Which do you think they would choose? (The latter of
course!) This should be our approach with our horses as well
(although I think they’d choose carrots or apples rather than
money). And since horses don’t understand English, we have
to figure out how we can ask them for what we want and then
be able to clearly let them know that “Yes, you’ve got it! That’s
exactly what I was asking.”

Download Prize Lists and Forms at
http://www.erahc.org/shows-events.html
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Sound Marker
A “sound marker” helps your horse clearly understand that
she answered your request correctly. It creates a bridge between what you ask and what your horse answers. So, here are
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the steps to introduce your horse to the sound marker.
her to touch the target, you stand quietly and patiently.
Step 1. Choose a sound marker. This could be a cluck of the
Step 3. Next, you need to choose your cue. Some people use
tongue, a unique sound you make, or even a clicker.
the obvious word “target,” but you can use any cue word or
Step 2. Choose a treat you know your horse loves, and fill
sound you’d like, as long as it’s unique and not one your horse
your pockets, belt pouch, or fanny pouch with that treat
would hear in her day-to-day dealings. Now, give your cue
(preferably broken up into small bites, because you’re going
word or sound (I used “touch”), lift up your target, wait for
to use a lot).
her to touch it, give her your “sound maker” (I used a cluck),
Step 3. Introduce the sound marker to your horse by makand then hand her a treat. Repeat this until she’s touching the
ing the sound and then handing her a treat. Repeat this 5 or
target intentionally every time you say the cue word.
6 times in quick succession. Sound, treat; sound, treat; etc. This is the basic technique of Positive Reinforcement Training
Targeting
for working with your horse. You can put it to many, many different uses. You can use it to teach a horse to lower her head
so that you can reach her ears, stand quietly for clipping, walk
over a scary object, and even do tricks!
In the case of Gracie, we believe she was handled incorrectly while being broken to a saddle and rider. Unfortunately,
these attempts were unsuccessful and caused her intense fear.
She has learned to resort to her “flight” response in such a

“Targeting” is the next step in this behavior-training technique. Here you’re teaching your horse to touch something
upon hearing your cue (sound marker). This is where the “light
bulb” moment happens and where you start to develop clear
communication with your horse. This will seem like a very
simple, easy technique to follow. You would be right with the
“simple” part, but “easy” is another story! All you have to do is
follow these steps in this order (simple), but coordinating your
body to do this by rote is far from “easy.” So don’t get frustrated
if your brain and body don’t seem to be in sync at first. Practice
makes perfect!
Step 1. At first, never present anything to your horse that you
feel will create apprehension or fear. Always start out with
target items that will receive a “yes” answer from your horse.
You will have time to introduce more challenging things as
you and your horse progress.
Step 2. Have your horse in an enclosed area but where she
is unrestrained and can move away if she feels the need to.
Choose a “target” (the thing you want your horse to touch)
you can hold in one hand. With your treat pouch filled and
the target item behind your back, approach your horse. In
a smooth motion, lift your target up in front of your horse
and wait quietly for her to touch her nose to it. The moment
she does so, give her your “sound marker” (I used a cluck)
and then hand her a treat. Repeat this in quick succession as
many times as it takes for her to become “intentional.” Make
a game of it. Don’t present the target in the same place every
time, switch it up (right in front of her, up above eye level,
down by her knee, etc.). Make sure that while you wait for
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quick manner that it becomes impossible to stay on. And falling off just increases her fear and apprehension! So, my goal
is to remove her fear and apprehension of being saddled and
ridden. I’m now teaching her to stand, no matter what is going
on around her, using the same PR technique. In just a few short
sessions, we have progressed to where she will stand still in
the indoor arena while I put a saddle pad, saddle, and girth on
her! This is amazing progress, and I’m very hopeful that Gracie
will become the calm and relaxed horse I know is there inside!
Thank you so much, Sharon!
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Green Acres Horse Farm Celebrates
Grand Opening
by Linda Steinberg

Photos by Ann McDonald

Green Acres is the new home of
Horsemanship4life.com online academy. Despite a significant snowstorm
earlier in the week that paralyzed
much of the New Jersey coast, Green
Acres farm officially opened doors
to students, auditors, spectators, and
trainers on Saturday, March 7th, by
hosting its first official clinic featuring renowned FEI dressage judge and
trainer Lee Tubman. All of the clinic
participants had their lessons recorded using Green Acres’ state-of-theart video and audio equipment. As
members of the academy, they can
access their videos online, as well as
other lessons and content to enable
them to continue their learning experience.
The recording equipment is not the only feature making Green Acres an
ideal location to host or attend a clinic. The 14-stall barn, situated on 20
acres, is located in the vacation destination of Cape May, NJ, which sits
next to more than 1100 acres of statepreserved land and the beach, so guests
can enjoy trail rides on the beach when
the lesson day is done. Short-term stalls
under cover along the arena can accommodate an additional 16 horses. Supplemental features of the farm include
turnout pastures and dry pens, event
track with jump in and out pastures,
an outdoor honeycomb, a 200’x100’
indoor arena, a 50’ indoor round pen,
a climate-controlled observation room
complete with audio and video feed of
arena activity, a private-entry guest tack
room, and ample trailer parking. In addition to being an excellent clinic venue, the barn’s equine therapy spa makes
it an ideal location to temporarily house
horses convalescing from an injury.
Horses aren’t the only guests who are assured comfort at
Green Acres. For the humans, there is also a conference/meeting area with catering access, an outdoor pool that guests can
enjoy in warmer weather, and easy access to activities outside
of the equine focus. The surrounding area offers ample hotels,
B&Bs, dining, fishing, boating, golfing, shopping, and other
activities.
The Green Acres and Horsemanship for Life partnership is
designed with all equine needs and disciplines in mind: hosting or attending a clinic, boarding a horse for individualized
training, or caring for horses in need of therapy or rehabilitation.
To learn more about upcoming events at Green Acres or to
inquire about boarding or booking an event, contact ERAHC
member Linda Steinberg at Linda@Horsemanship4Life.com.
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ERAHC CORPORATE FEED SPONSORSHIP: Partner Programs
ERAHC is now enrolled in TWO corporate sponsor programs as a fundraiser!
Both require us to submit product proof-of purchase-labels. The club earns 25 cents for each
label we submit. We plan to use the funds for Youth Trophies and class sponsorships.
Southern States:
Clip the proof of purchase label from any Legends, Triple Crown, or Southern States Feed
product. Samples are shown below.

Tribute Feeds:
Clip the proof of purchase label (they look like the knight chess piece) from any Tribute Feed
Product. The product catalogue can be found at http://www.tributehorsefeeds.com/catalog/
Samples are shown below.

When you have a bunch saved, please send them to:
Cynthia Roberts
ERAHC Secretary
P.O. 216
Round Hill, VA 20142
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Member Success at Lexington, VA, Dressage
from Cynthia Roberts, Glen Aryn Farm
Aragon GAF, PRE stallion owned by ERAHC members Cynthia and Craig Roberts, competed in the
FEI Young Horse 6-year-old tests on both the 16th
and 17th of May at Dressage at Lexington 2015,
placing 3rd and 1st, respectively, with scores in
the mid- to upper sixties. He also competed in the
Great American Insurance Group/USDF Breeders
Championship Series on Saturday.
Aragon won the 4-yr-and-older Stallions Class
with a 78.30%. He went on to win the Stallion
Championship, the Mature Horse Championship,
the Grand Championship for this series, and qualified for the series finals. The Breeders Championship Series is dominated by the warmbloods, so we
were particularly delighted with his win. He also
earned the Born in the USA and Born in VA High
Score Dressage Awards across all classes for his
efforts. Hats off to Felicitas Von Neumann-Cosel,
Aragon’s trainer and rider, to Craig Roberts who
handled Aragon on the triangle, and to Aragon
GAF for a wonderful show! We couldn’t be more
proud of our team!!

ERAHC Member Scores!
from Elizabeth Morosani
Lined up in the awards ceremony at the March
Good Horseman Foundation show in the Olympic Stadium in Conyers, GA, are the USDF Goodhorseman.org High Score Winners of the CBH
International Awards for Friesian and Baroque
horses. Second from left is long-time ERAHC member Elizabeth Morosani of Candler, NC, on her
Half-Andalusian mare Sonrisa TLM. Elizabeth took
home an award sash and $50 in Reserve Champion prize money, sponsored by Caroline Hofland
of CBH International. Also pictured, left to right,
are Virginia Thomassy on Leap of Faith (Friesian/TB
mare), Elisabeth Faase on Dauwe Egbert (Friesian
Sport Horse), and Julianne Donaldson on Volcan
(Andalusian gelding). It’s always wonderful to see
our Iberian breeds rewarded for a job well done,
and we look forward to seeing Elizabeth and Sonrisa at IALHA Nationals in Lexington, VA, this year!

Photo by
Richard Taylor

Classified Ads
Cedar Rowe Lusitanos Downsizing

his canter is very uphill. Everyone at the barn says, ”he is so
The following horses are for sale, and further information sweet.”
plus videos may be found on: www.cedarrowe.com. Contact ISSAC (2013) Registered Purebred Lusitano gelding. Sire: Royalsstar, Dam: Ula. His color is Gray. Issac is presently in precrqhf@aol.com; Linda Denniston, 301-447-6240
HANDY MAN CRL (2012) Registered Half-Andalusian geld- school with David and loads nicely on the trailer. Issac dising. Sire: Jalifa (GS), Dam: Deluxes Penny Lane (QTR). His plays wonderful animated 3 pure gaits.
color is black. Handy attended preschool with David Beard for
2 months, trailer loads, sweet, not spooky, great mover with 3
pure gaits. He will be green broke this July with David, who is
a great natural horseman.

KALIFA CRL (2015) Registration in process for Purebred Lusitano, whose parents have both been revised and in the Portuguese Stud book. Sire: Jalifa (GS), Dam: Ula. His color seems
to be shedding out black.

HE’S MY HERO CRL (2012) Registered Purebred Lusitano
gelding. Sire: Jalifa (GS), Dam: Renata. His color is black. Hero
had 2 mo. under saddle training with David, and is now in
dressage training at First Choice Farm under the tutelage of
Felicitas von Nermann-Cosel. He displays three pure gaits and

ULA (2001) Registered and revised Purebred Lusitano mare.
She was imported from Portugal. Sire: Latino, Dam: Dinastia.
Her color is Chestnut. Ula is a nice mover, a very sweet and
obliging mare to work with, plus she has no vices. She has no
problems foaling.
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The distinguished
gentleman

Aragon
GAF

NEW
DESIGNS
& MORE!
GREAT
SPECIALS
Look for us at
Nationals!

Powerful Pedigree
National, Regional & Best
Movement Champion
USDFBC DSHB Champion
ANCCE COPA Award Winner
Showing FEI Six Year Old
Standing at Stud
$1200 USD Introductory
Approved Mares
www.glenarynfarm.com • 703-966-7377 • USA

See us on
ETSY.com
aanstadtdas
breeches
Email us
xberg@
dmcom.net
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HOW MANY HORSES DOES IT TAKE TO CHANGE A LIGHT BULB?
Arabian: Who ME?? Do WHAT? Light bulbs are scary! I’m outta here!
Thoroughbred: I left it behind about it an hour ago… C’mon you guys – catch up!
Quarter Horse: Put all the bulbs in a pen and tell me which one you want.
Standardbred: Oh, for Pete’s sake, give me the damn bulb and let’s be done with it.
Shetland: Give it to me. I’ll kill it and we won’t have to worry about it anymore.
Friesian: I would, but I can’t see the socket from behind this mane.
Warmblood: Is the 2nd Level Instruction Packet in English? Doesn’t anyone realize that I was sold for $75K as a yearling, but only because my hocks are bad, otherwise I would be worth $100K? I am NOT changing light bulbs.
Make the TB get back here and do it.
Morgan: Me! Me! Me! Pleeease let me! I wanna do it! I’m gonna do it! I know how, really I do! Just watch! I’ll rewire
the barn afterwards, too.
Appaloosa: Ya’ll are a bunch of losers. We don’t need to change the light bulb. I ain’t a-scared of the dark. And someone make that damn Morgan stop jumping up and down before I double barrel him.
Haflinger: That thing I ate was a light bulb?
Mustang: Light bulb? Let’s go on a trail ride, instead. And camp. Out in the open like REAL horses.
Miniature: I bet you think I can’t do it just cause I’m small. You know what that is? It’s size-ism!
Belgian: Put the Miniature on my back; maybe he can reach it then.
Akhal Teke: I will only change it if it’s my owner’s light bulb and no one else has ever touched it.
Cleveland Bay: I’m busy. Make the whipper-in and the hounds do it.
Saddlebred: My ears are up already. Please, please, get the light bulb away from me! I’m ready to show, really, I
promise I’ll win!
Paint: Put all the light bulbs in a pen, tell me which one you want, and my owner will bet you twenty bucks I can get
it before the quarter horse.
POA: I’m not changing it. I’m the one who kicked and broke it in the first place. Remember? Now, excuse me, I have
a grain room to break into.
Lipizzaner: Hah, amateurs. I will change the light bulb.
Not only that, but I will do it while standing on my
hind legs and balancing it on my nose, after which I
will perform seven flying lead changes in a row and a
capriole. Can you do that? Huh? Huh? Didn’t think so.
Andalusian: I will delegate the changing of the light bulb
to my personal groom after he finishes shampooing
my mane and cleaning my saddle, but only on the
condition that it is changed for a soft blue or green
bulb, which reflects better off my coat while I exhibit
my astonishing gaits. Where d’ya think the Lipizzaner
got ‘em from?
Lusitano: That’s what we pay the help for. Bring my
embroidered saddlecloth after it’s done, so I can see
it sparkle. But let me know if there’s a bull you need
dealt with.
Jaca: Guys? Um, guys? I hope you don’t mind, but I went
ahead and changed it while you were all discussing it.
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ERAHC’s Summer Contest
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May 1st – Sept 1st 2015
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Join us for a bit of fun!
We’re giving away a first prize and a runner-up
prize to the two people who submit the most
proof-of-purchases seals from any qualifying
Southern States Feed product shown below.
Proofs must be received by September 1st to
be eligible. The winner and runner-up will be
announced September 19th. Proceeds benefit
ERAHC Youth Year-End Awards.
You need not be an ERAHC member to
participate.

Send your proof-of-purchase labels to:
Cynthia Roberts, ERAHC Secretary
P.O BOX 216
Round Hill, VA 20141
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Eastern Region Andalusian Horse Club
(ERAHC)
www.erahc.org
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ERAHC

c/o Carol M. Stockton
Jorjisstar Farm
278 Eagle View Lane
Bumpass, VA 23024

